PEACE
PYSANKY
THE TRADITION

GET INVOLVED

Pysanky is the Ukrainian word for decorated
eggs using wax and dyes. They are decorated
during the winter and early spring months
for Easter. In Ukraine, the art of decorating
eggs stretches way back to pre-Christianity.
The Hutzuls-Ukrainians, who lived in the
Carpathian Mountains of western Ukraine,
believed that the world's fate depended
upon the pysanka (singular of pysanky). As
long as the egg decoration custom
continued, the world would exist. If for any
reason, the tradition is abandoned, evil-in the
shape of a horrible monster (often called
Pekun, who is forever chained to a cliff) will
overrun the world. Each year the monster
sends out his minions to see how many
pysanky have been created. If the number is
low, the monster's chains are loosened, and
he is free to wander the earth, causing havoc
and destruction. If there are many pysanky,
the chains are tightened, and good triumphs
over evil for yet another year.

This custom and its reasons resonate deeply
with Putin's invasion of Ukraine. The trauma
that the children of Ukraine are experiencing
is unbearable and heartbreaking, so to help
them in a small way, we are asking everyone
to decorate as many eggs as possible and
display them so that the minions of the
monster can see them. It is hoped that this
will lift the hearts of all Ukrainian children and
adults, showing them that we support them
and that good will, conquer evil.

Your eggs can be decorated in the traditional
Ukrainian way, using wax and dyes. Onion
skins and plant material can be used to dye
eggs. They can be painted using wax crayons,
watercolours or acrylics. The traditional
Ukrainian designs can be used as simply or as
ornate as you want. If you don't have eggs,
why not cut some card in an egg shape and
then decorate on both sides? So get
decorating your eggs and spread the message
of peace and love to the children of Ukraine.
POST YOUR PYSANKY PHOTOS TO:
Facebook:
Instagram:
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